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About

LOCATION GUIDE +
STYLING OPTIONS
This guide is to help you pick out your locations for your senior session. It can
feel like there aren't a large amount of unique shoot locations in the Tri-Cities,
but we actually have so many! This guide has all of my personal favorites for
senior photos. You'll also find styling advice with each location. If you feel
you'd benefit from a video call styling session, I offer a 10 minute virtual styling
session with all of my senior packages.

-Bri



BEHIND LULU'S

Nature

CARBODY BEACH
Nature

A beach in Tri-Cities?! This spot is so fun to shoot at and looks best with
bright or bold colored outfits. *Time of day and amount of sunlight
changes shadows on face.

This spot is breathtaking and means a lot to me because it's one of the
locations that I had my own senior photos taken at. It's stunning during
golden hour and has a variety of trees, water, and tall grass. Perfect for a
flowy dress or a classic blouse and jeans.



COLUMBIA PARK TRAIL

Nature

A very beautiful location with a variety of options around the area. This sight
captures well at sunset. There's a duck pond, basketball court, Hanford Reach
Museum, and the trail all in the same area. Avoid fully green items of clothing -
accent colors are okay. 



Chamna is a beautiful location that is stunning at golden hour during the
summer. There's a variety of brush-like sections of this location that
photograph beautifully. The best colors to wear in this location are anything
with a pop of color. Please avoid any greens, yellows, and oranges, as the
location is full of these colors. Great location for hats. 

CHAMNA NATURE
PRESERVE

Nature

Bateman Island is a stunning area to capture rays of sunshine during golden
hour at your senior shoot. There are unique fields that capture well on camera.
Pops of color here are beautiful or you can go with fall-like colors to compliment
the area. Avoid greens, yellows, and oranges. Another great location for hats and
leather jackets as extra posing options. 

BATEMAN ISLAND

Nature



The Kennewick Library is one of the most diverse locations in the Tri-Cities. The
garden is huge and has many spots perfect for shooting at any time of the
evening. If you love flowers, this is the perfect spot for you. Any colors at this
location are stunning, but try to avoid green since there is a lot of it in the
location already.

KENNEWICK LIBRARY

Nature

The W.E. Johnson Trail is a hidden gem!! The perfect location for a country-glam
moment. Also a perfect location to bring a horse or pet if you are wanting your
furry friend as a part of your shoot day. Any colors here are great. Try and avoid
completely brown outfits and stray away from yellows.

W.E. JOHNSON TRAIL

Nature



THE FIELD
Nature

This spot is absolutely stunning and my Class of 2020 seniors' favorite spot. It is
perfect at sunset. Ideal with a white dress or a bold color. Bring a jacket or hat for
extra posing options. *This spot tends to be windy.



The old airport is a gem because not a lot of people know about it. It's a very
unique location if you're looking for a spot that not a lot of people have shot at.
This location is perfect for any classic and casual outfits.

OLD AIRPORT
Urban

Another fun urban spot for seniors wanting a variety of spots in one
location. We walk for blocks so this is a perfect spot for more of a
sporty/edgy/street fashion look with comfortable shoes. Have fun with this
location by adding accessories such as a cute hat or jacket for extra posing
options. Colorful outfits are welcome! 

DOWNTOWN KENNEWICK
Urban



This is such a fun location!! If you want a unique spot with a pop of bold colors,
this is the spot for you! Perfect for a fun classic outfit with an edgy twist or
even a more casual dress.

WALLS IN KENNEWICK
Urban

Another fun urban spot for seniors wanting a minimalist location to show off
a cute outfit with fun colors. You can dress this location up with a dress,
blouse, or you can go the street style look. All photograph perfectly here!

CBC A BUILDING
Urban



The rustic wall is a stunning location for someone wanting a classic location. It
has an Italian architecture look to it. This is the perfect time to bring out a
flowy dress and accessorize with a hat! 

RUSTIC WALL
Urban

This is a very unconventional location that ends up looking SO CUTE! If you
like unique spots, this might be for you! Perfect for any outfits - especially
street style.

BUS STOP
Urban



RICHLAND LIBRARY
Urban

This location is very minimalist for someone that wants classic and timeless senior
photos. So beautiful right before sunset. This location is gorgeous with black outfits
and colorful ones! *Be advised the library sometimes puts up posters in the
windows and makes this location unshootable.



UPTOWN RICHLAND

Urban

RICHLAND CITY HALL
Urban

A simple, yet stunning location in Richland. Perfect location to dress up a
look or go casual. Any colors and pattern combos look incredible here
since it's so modern and minimalist. 

The perfect location for someone wanting a variety of urban walls to
shoot with. One of the most colorful spots in Tri-Cities. Perfect for any
outfits.



This spot is great for a super urban and edgy look. It is very minimalist and
would show off any outfit perfectly. 

UNDER THE OVERPASS
Urban

Great location for someone wanting the vibe of the water but without water
in the shots. There is a boat launch, lighthouse, and other great spots to shoot
at here. Great for a casual but cute look. 

CLOVER ISLAND
Urban



KENNEWICK OFF OF 395
Urban

This spot is out by Southridge. It's a very minimalist area for someone wanting
traditional senior photos. This spot is perfect for any casual outfit.



This location has so many funky walls with fun colors! Definitely a great spot if
you're looking for bold colors at an urban location. The perfect location for a
classic outfit of jeans and a t-shirt. Also a great spot to wear a leather jacket,
combat boots, or leather pants with a pop of color.

DOWNTOWN PASCO
Urban

This is a unique location for someone wanting an urban and nature location
mix. Beautiful for a dress, skirt, or would work with street style wear. 

WALL WITH VINES
Urban



STUDIO
Urban

Whether you want to show off a unique outfit or want a clean, modern look, this
location is for you!! I'm now offering studio session add-ons for any of my senior
sessions. With over five backdrop color to choose from these add-ons are the
perfect way to bring more outfit and posing diversity into your senior gallery.



OTHER LOCATION

URBAN: Kennewick Parking Garage *Sometimes security doesn't allow shoots
 

URBAN: Your High School
 

URBAN: Tennis court or other sporting related location

ideas



VIRTUAL STYLING SESSION
Not sure how to style your pieces? Each of my senior photo packages come with a complimentary styling

session. These sessions are 10 minutes and happen virtually. They can be used before or after a shopping trip.
I find it more beneficial to have my seniors find a few solid pieces that match their style. Then we can use the

10 minutes putting together your outfits.
Email me to book your time slot.

Complimentary



STYLING TIMELINE
The

CHOOSE LOCATIONS GET INSPIRED MAKE A LIST

My advice to all of my seniors is
to always decide on your
locations first! This helps give
you guidance on the overall
outfit direction to go in. Decide
on your locations first so you
know the vibe and color combo
to go for.

Use resources to your
advantage. You have this
guide, my Pinterest outfit
inspo board, and my senior
Instagram (@briplewseniors)
account to look at outfit
examples to find what catches
your eye and to create some
ideas.

Go through your current
closet and pull pieces you love.
Then use your inspo photos to
create a list of items you have
and a list of items that you
may be missing to create your
inspo looks.

PUT LOOKS TOGETHER

Only if necessary, use the list
and inspo photos to shop for
the few items that are missing
from your closet. Sometimes
all an outfit needs is a few cute
accessories to pull it all
together. Accessories are the
biggest part of styling for your
shoot. If you are wanting to
shop for looks, I love: H&M,
Zara, Target, Marshall's, TJ
MAXX, and ASOS.

PACK FOR SHOOT

Right before your shoot iron
and steam all of your clothing
pieces. Hang all wrinkle-prone
items and you can use a trash
bag to put over them to
protect them. Remove all
possible tags. Put the rest of
your clothing pieces in a
suitcase. Ziplock bags work for
jewelry. Organize all of your
outfits by section for easy
outfit changes.



BRI PLEWMAN PHOTOGRAPHY

BP SENIOR

I'm excited to see the locations and outfits you decide on for your senior session! 
If you have any questions, feel free to email me at: 

briplewphotography@gmail.com

location + styling guide


